23rd March 2016, Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Rainmaker Worldwide secures capital and team for global
expansion and opens new production facilities in Rotterdam
Rotterdam, 23rd March, 2016 – Rainmaker Worldwide, based in Peterborough, Canada, has
announced first financial close to launch its global rollout plans air to water (AW) and water to
water (WW) technologies.
Rainmaker Worldwide solutions are based on Dutch Rainmaker’s proprietary technology to
produce water from air with applicability in regions with poor infrastructure and water scarcity.
There is a billion-dollar global market for this solution. The new financing round (undisclosed
amount) involved investors from US, Europe, Canada and the Gulf region. The investments
support Rainmaker’s expansion and help address pressing needs around the world.
The company has regional presence in North America, Middle East and The Netherlands
and selected the city of Rotterdam to set-up its global production hub in the former E.On
power station in Merwe-Vierhavens with the help of SOFIE (Stadshavens Ontwikkelingsfonds
voor Innovatie en Economie) and other regional financiers. The production facilities are being
constructed and start producing shortly to deliver on orders already being received.
Michael O’Connor, co-founder of WIND Mobile and CEO of Rainmaker Worldwide says the
new capital injection will assist in expanding and improving the company. “The new funding
and production location are key to accelerate growth of our worldwide product roll-out.”
Rainmaker’s core technologies support two products: the first solution requires no water
source but captures water from the air; the second solution purifies polluted water. In both
cases, the produced water is clean and the process is 100% environmentally sustainable.
Nityen Lal, Managing Director of Icos Capital, shareholder in Rainmaker Worldwide: “The
water scarcity challenge, initially mostly in regions with poor infrastructure has now started to
spread into regions like the US because of climate change. Rainmaker Worldwide is taking
the solution initially developed by Dutch Rainmaker, to the global market. We are proud to be
involved in the growth and expansion of this company as it solves water problem in various
regions of the world”.
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About Rainmaker Worldwide Inc.
Rainmaker Worldwide’s technologies produce clean water powered by renewable energy.
The company’s team is a group of international experts in business and market development,
international finance, as well as wind, water and agriculture technologies. Their mission is to
provide innovative water solutions to communities and businesses around the world in order
to overcome water scarcity and empower development and growth.
With innovations in heating and cooling technology that make most efficient use of energy,
Rainmaker Worldwide’s solutions can harvest water from the air or remove salt or other
impurities from sea, brackish or dirty water. These solutions are scalable and cost effective
when viewed against alternative options, and are completely environmentally sustainable

